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Reported by  Shea & Livia & Lexie&Oliva&Hanna

It is understood that Weikang Probiotics has completed its D round of 
financing, the amount of which has not been disclosed, and the 
investors are Suzhou Guofa Venture Capital, China Merchants Capital, 
and Guotou Chuanghe. Founded in 2013, Weikang Probiotics is a 
probiotic strain and derivative research and development company that 
provides highly active probiotic powder, fermented food strains, 
microbial products and application solutions for health foods, dairy 
products, food, precision medicine, daily chemical products and other 
fields.
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Florfenicol, the market supply and demand are relatively stable 
recently, some brands are priced relatively low, and overall the price 
has little room for decline. The factory price is currently stable at 
around 185, and we will continue to pay attention to changes in market
 demand and supply in the future.
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Lysine: The export order of lysine hydrochloride is good, and the spot 
supply is tight. The quotation in the trade market is stable, and the 
terminal is mainly replenished due to rigid demand, and some users 
are waiting and watching. The factory orders are signed until early 
October, and the export quotation is adjusted to be strong. The export 
price of 98.5% lysine is about USD 1.35-1.42/KG. Some factories have
 carried out maintenance one after another. Pay attention to the 
maintenance and export situation. It is expected that the price of lysine
 hydrochloride will be strong in the short term.
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On July 8, the signing ceremony of the "Joint Laboratory of Bio-
based Chemical Fibers" jointly established by Huaheng 
Biotechnology and Donghua University was grandly held at Huaheng
 Biotechnology (Hefei) Research Institute. This cooperation will give 
full play to the advantages of both parties in the integration of 
industry, academia and research, scientific research and innovation, 
and jointly promote the development of the PDO-PTT industrial chain
 and cutting-edge research in the field of bio-based fiber technology, 
and promote the sustainable and high-quality transformation of the 
downstream textile industry.
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